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Cochlear, brainstem, and psychophysical responses show
spectrotemporal tradeoff in human auditory processing
Gavin M. Bidelmana,b and Shaum P. Bhagata
Auditory filter theory posits a tradeoff in time–frequency
analysis: high temporal precision is achievable only at the
expense of poorer frequency resolution and vice versa.
Here, we examined the hierarchy of brain mechanisms of
these spectrotemporal tradeoffs through a series of
physiological and behavioral measures aimed to tap
temporal and spectral acuity at different levels of the
auditory neuroaxis (cochlea→brainstem→percept).
Cochlear and behavioral frequency selectivity was
measured by stimulus–frequency otoacoustic emissions
(SFOAE) and psychophysical tuning curves; temporal acuity
was measured physiologically and behaviorally by paired
click recovery of auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) and
gap detection thresholds (GDTs), respectively. Comparison
of physiological and behavioral estimates of temporal acuity
and frequency tuning showed high consistency between
measurement domains with temporal thresholds of
∼ 3–4 ms and filter tuning Q3≈10 across brain and
behavioral measures. Cochlear SFOAE estimates of tuning
inversely predicted listeners’ temporal acuity estimated

Introduction
Peripheral auditory processing involves a spectral
decomposition of the sound input imposed by the filtering properties of the cochlea. Theoretically, there
exists an inherent tradeoff between frequency and temporal resolution such that a filter’s bandwidth and its time
constant (i.e. impulse response duration) are inversely
related [1]; improved frequency resolution is achieved at
the expense of poorer temporal resolution and vice versa
[2]. These predictions are supported by basilar membrane and auditory nerve fiber responses [3,4] that show
that broader filters (e.g. with hearing loss) produce an
improvement (decrease) in response latency (i.e. first
spike timing) [4].
In human listeners, psychophysical studies show that the
width of the cochlear filters (measured by masking
experiments) increases [5] and the temporal resolution
[measured by gap detection thresholds (GDTs)] decreases at higher center frequencies (CFs), consistent with
time–frequency tradeoffs of filter theory [6]. Yet, psychophysical data involve perceptual masking paradigms
that engage the entire auditory system. Thus, it remains
unclear whether time–frequency tradeoffs in auditory
processing are initiated in cochlear filtering per se.
Moreover, tradeoffs have been observed at higher levels
of the auditory system (e.g. brainstem) [7]. Without a
direct physiological assay of cochlear frequency tuning, it
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from both brainstem ABRs and behavioral GDTs. The high
predictive power of cochlear responses on temporal
thresholds and similarity between time–frequency tradeoffs
measured at progressively higher levels of the processing
hierarchy (brainstem, behavior) suggest that the temporal
resolution of human hearing established in the cochlea
might be inherited at progressively higher levels of the
hearing pathway. NeuroReport 28:17–22 Copyright © 2016
Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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remains unclear whether spectrotemporal tradeoffs
observed in previous reports [7,8] truly reflect limits in
cochlear filtering or processes higher in neural hierarchy.
Here, we extend previous work [7,8] by using two behavioral and physiological measures of frequency and temporal
resolution to investigate the interplay between these factors
and spectrotemporal tradeoffs across different levels of the
human auditory system. Frequency resolution was measured behaviorally by psychophysical tuning curve (PTCs)
and physiologically with stimulus–frequency otoacoustic
emission (SFOAE) tuning curves [9,10]. Temporal resolution was assessed behaviorally with GDTs and neurally by
paired click recovery of auditory brainstem responses
(ABRs) [7,8]. Comparisons between frequency selectivity
(SFOAE, PTCs) and temporal (GDTs, ABR) measures
allowed us to assess possible spectrotemporal tradeoffs in
auditory processing. Physiological (SFOAE, ABR) and psychophysical (PTCs, GDTs) comparisons evaluated time–
frequency relations across different stages of the auditory
neuroaxis (i.e. cochlea→brainstem→perception).

Methods
Participants

Eleven, right-handed, normal-hearing adults (five
women; age: 28.9 ± 3.7 years) participated in the experiment. Audiometry confirmed normal hearing thresholds
(< 5 dB HL) bilaterally between 250 and 8000 Hz. None
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reported a history of neuropsychiatric illness. Participants
provided written informed consent in compliance with a
protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board at
The University of Memphis.
Behavioral tasks
Psychophysical tuning curves

Behavioral frequency selectivity was assessed by fastmapped PTCs [11,12]. Briefly, listeners monitored a lowintensity (18 dB SPL) 2 kHz probe tone concurrent with
a narrowband noise masker (320 Hz bandwidth) that
varied in CF. The probe was a 500 ms, pulsed (ISI:
200 ms) pure tone. Masker CF swept upward from 700 to
3000 Hz over 4 min. Masker level was varied continuously according to a Békésy track (2 dB/s). The run
began with initial masker set at 50 dB SPL. Participants
held a button so long as the probe tone remained audible

and released it when it became inaudible. Masked
threshold plotted against masker CF provided an estimate of a listener’s PTC at 2 kHz. Data from two runs
were averaged to construct the final PTC per listener.
Filter ‘sharpness’ was then quantified from smoothed
(two-point average [12]) PTCs by measuring the quality
(Q) factor, a normalized measure of filter ‘sharpness’. Q3
was computed as Q3 = fc/BW3 dB, where BW3 dB was the
bandwidth + 3 dB above the filter’s center frequency (fc).
Higher Q denotes superior tuning.
Gap detection thresholds

Behavioral temporal acuity was measured by GDTs [13]
in a three-alternative forced-choice task using the
PsyAcoustX MATLAB GUI [14]. Participants heard
three sequential intervals (assigned randomly): two contained a contiguous 200-ms noise (3 ms gating) and one

Fig. 1

Cochlear and behavioral frequency selectivity. (a) Psychophysical tuning curves (gray dotted lines) measured by simultaneous masking [12] and
cochlear tuning curves measured by suppression of SFOAEs (black) measured at 2 kHz. Single panels, individual participants; bottom right, grand
average. The inset shows the correlation between physiological and psychophysical filter estimates. (b) Filter quality factors (i.e. sharpness) measured
by Q3. Cochlear and behavioral tuning estimates show similar degrees of tuning, suggesting that perceptual frequency selectivity is predicted on the
basis of initial peripheral (cochlear) processing. (c) Alternate measures of cochlear tuning (QERB) on the basis of analysis of the group delay of SFOAE
responses [16]. Sharper auditory filters cause longer round-trip travel times of the cochlear response. QERB estimates agree with Q3 measures of
tuning curves. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
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contained a brief gap (temporally centered). The noise
was filtered (1200–3100 Hz) and spectrally centered at
2-kHz to restrict cochlear location and mimic SFOAE/
ABR recordings (detailed below). Participants identified
the interval containing the gap. GDTs were measured
using the 2-down, 1-up adaptive tracking rule (i.e. 71%
performance). Following two correct responses, gap
duration (Δt) was decreased (i.e. made harder) for the
subsequent trial and was increased (i.e. made easier)
following a single incorrect response. The geometric
mean of the final 8/14 reversals was used to compute each
listener’s GDT. Stimulus level was set at 80 dB SPL.
Two separate runs were averaged to provide a more
stable estimate of GDTs.
Stimulus–frequency otoacoustic emission tuning
curves

SFOAE TCs were measured by a well-established suppression method [10,15] using a low-noise ER-10C
microphone (Etymotic Research Elk Grove Village,
Illinois, USA). Briefly, ear-canal sound-pressure level was
recorded during presentation of a single probe tone
(fprobe = 2 kHz) in isolation and when paired with a suppressor tone (fsupp). The vector difference in ear canal
pressure at the emission frequency (fprobe) with and
without the presence of the suppressor tone resulted in
an SFOAE residual, corresponding to the part of the
emission suppressed by fsupp [9]. Sixteen suppressor
tones were varied within the range of 0.6–1.4 fprobe. Probe
tone level was set between 25 and 35 dB SPL. fsupp Level
was then varied using a tracking procedure (5 dB step
size) and was terminated when the SFOAE residual was
within ± 2 dB of a residual criterion of 0 dB SPL [9]. The
tracking procedure was terminated if the residual criterion was not fulfilled when the level of the suppressor
reached 85 dB SPL.
SFOAE tuning was assessed by Q3. In addition, tuning
can be measured by the emission’s group delay (called
QERB) under the assumption that longer round-trip travel
times of the cochlear response are indicative of sharper
cochlear filters [16,17]. Group delay (τSFOAE) was estimated from the negative slope of the unwrapped phase of
the response. QERB was then computed as QERB = k
(NSFOAE/2), where NSFOAE = f × τSFOAE, the SFOAE
delay in periods at the emission frequency f, τSFOAE is the
group delay, and k = 2.3f − 0.07 [16,17].
Physiological temporal resolution: auditory brainstem
responses

We measured auditory temporal resolution physiologically by recovery of ABR amplitude to paired click stimuli [7,8]. Similar variants of this approach have been
used widely to study temporal processing at several levels
of the auditory system including auditory nerve [18,19],
brainstem [7,8,20], and thalamocortical levels [21,22].
Briefly, filtered clicks were generated by applying

0.25 ms ramps (cos2 window) to a 0.67 ms, 2-kHz sinusoid. Filtered clicks allowed us to obtain more frequencyspecific ABRs and directly compare neural, cochlear, and
behavioral responses at roughly the same cochlear location (2 kHz). Paired-click stimuli (×3000 trials) were
created with interclick intervals (ICIs) from 25 to 0 ms
see Fig. 2). Stimuli were presented binaurally at 80 dB
SPL (comparable level to GDTs) through ER-2 insert
earphones.
EEGs were recorded differentially between Ag/AgCl
electrodes placed on the scalp at the high forehead
(∼ Fpz) referenced to linked mastoids (A1/A2) with the
mid-forehead as ground [7]. Interelectrode impedance
was up to 3 kΩ. EEGs were digitized at 10 kHz (SynAmps
RT amps; Compumedics Neuroscan Charlotte, North
Carolina, USA), epoched (0–40 ms window), averaged in
the time domain for each ICI, and filtered (250–1200 Hz)
for ABR quantification [7]. Artifactual sweeps ( > ±50 µV)
were rejected before averaging.
ABRs to the first and second click overlapped in time.
For each condition, the second click was isolated by
point-by-point subtraction of the ABR to the single click
stimulus (ICI = 0 ms) from the ABR to the paired click
stimulus [7,8]. ABR recovery was defined as the proportion between the peak response amplitude to the
second click divided by the peak response amplitude to
the single click stimulus [8]. Temporal thresholds were
then estimated from ABR recovery functions as the ICI
yielding 50% ABR amplitude recovery [7,8].

Results
Cochlear and behavioral frequency selectivity

Overlays of behavioral PTCs and SFOAE tuning curves
measured at the 2 kHz region of the cochlea are shown in
Fig. 1. Both classes of tuning curves show the typical ‘V-shape’
with an extended low-frequency tail, highly selective tip frequency, and steep high-frequency skirt characteristic of auditory filters measured with a variety of techniques [3,7,11,12].
Across listeners, SFOAE and PTC curves show close correspondence with one another (Fig. 1a, bar inset) (Spearman’s
rs = 0.67 ± 0.2), indicating close correspondence between
behavioral frequency selectivity and peripheral cochlear
tuning.
Quantitative analysis of filters showed similar degrees of
Q3 or ‘sharpness’ between cochlear and behavioral estimates of tuning (t10 = − 0.76, P = 0.46) (Fig. 1b and c).
This suggests that behavioral frequency selectivity largely
parallels cochlear frequency selectivity for low-intensity
stimuli. In addition, estimates of cochlear tuning by filter
group delay (i.e. QERB) [16,23] showed close correspondence to filter Q3 measures (Fig. 1c). The convergence
between metrics indicates that both provide similar estimates of the ‘sharpness’ of the auditory filter.
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Neurophysiological and behavioral temporal resolution

Fig. 2

ABRs to paired click stimuli are shown in Fig. 2a. Timewaveforms indicate a monotonic increase in response
amplitude with increasing ICI, ranging from total suppression (< 30%, 1-ms click spacing) to near full recovery
(>90%, 25 ms spacing) (Fig. 2b). A mixed-model analysis
of variance (ICI as fixed, patients as random factor)
showed a significant effect of ICI on ABR amplitude
recovery (F9, 90 = 9.53, P < 0.0001, Z2p ¼ 0:49). Bonferroniadjusted multiple comparisons indicated that recovery
was much lower for short (0.7, 1, 1.5 ms) compared with
longer (7, 10, 25 ms) ICIs (t90 = 8.80, P < 0.0001).
Neurophysiological thresholds (i.e. ICI yielding 50%
recovery [7,8]) showed temporal resolutions of ∼ 4-ms (ttest against a null of 0 ms threshold; t10 = 4.69, P < 0.001).
These estimates on the basis of brainstem ABRs are
consistent with the temporal resolution measured psychophysically [24,25].
Brain–behavioral relationships reflecting
spectrotemporal resolution tradeoffs

To explore potential spectrotemporal tradeoffs between
levels of auditory processing, we carried out a correlational analysis between tuning (behavioral PTC Q3,
SFOAE Q3) and temporal resolution measures (behavioral GDTs, ABR recovery thresholds).
We found that cochlear tuning, measured by SFOAE
filter Q3, showed a robust correlation with psychophysical
GDTs (rs = 0.76, P = 0.015) (Fig. 3a). As predicted by the
tradeoffs of filter theory, sharper cochlear tuning (i.e.
higher filter Q3) was associated with poorer gap detection
acuity. Although the association was weaker, we found a
similar positive prediction between SFOAE filter tuning
and temporal thresholds for ABR recovery (rs = 0.64,
P = 0.04) (Fig. 3b), where sharper cochlear tuning was
associated with poorer neurophysiological temporal
acuity. Collectively, these findings indicate an inverse
relationship in auditory spectral and temporal resolution,
whereby sharper, more selective cochlear tuning (i.e.
higher Q3) predicts poorer auditory temporal processing.
The fact that these spectrotemporal tradeoffs are
observed between both physiological (OAE vs. ABR) and
behavioral (OAE vs. behavior) measures indicates that
temporal processing at multiple levels of the auditory
pathway might be governed by initial cochlear frequency
decomposition.

Discussion
The results of this study relate to three main observations. We found the following: (i) comparable filter
sharpness between cochlear (SFOAE) and behavioral
PTCs (Q3≈10), suggesting that retrocochlear frequency
resolution might be largely determined by cochlear tuning (e.g. 10); (ii) behavioral and neural (ABR) estimates of
temporal resolution showed high agreement (∼3–4 ms),
indicating close correspondence between physiological

ABR responses to paired click stimuli and neurophysiological temporal
resolution thresholds. (a) Grand–averaged time-waveforms for select
ICIs. Arrows, click onsets. (b) ABR amplitude recovery across ICIs.
Recovery is defined as the amplitude of the response to the second
click expressed as a percentage of the amplitude evoked by the single
click (ICI = 0 ms). Note the larger response suppression at shorter
(1 ms) ICIs and near full recovery at longer ICIs (20 ms). ABR temporal
thresholds were defined as the ICI yielding 50% ABR recovery [7].
(inset) Estimated auditory temporal resolution from ABRs is ∼ 4 ms.
Error bars, ± SEM ***P < 0.001. ICIs, interclick intervals.

and behavioral temporal processing; and (iii) OAE estimates of cochlear tuning inversely predicted listeners’
temporal acuity estimated from both neural (ABR) and
behavioral (GDT) assays, suggesting that temporal processing at multiple higher levels of the auditory pathway
might be governed by initial cochlear frequency
decomposition.
Conceivably, differences in temporal acuity and frequency tuning across listeners could reflect differences in
peripheral auditory filter bandwidth. This notion is
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Collectively, our data here show a strong reciprocal relation between cochlear spectral resolution and both (i)
neural ABR (brainstem) and (ii) behavioral (GDT) temporal resolvability. Taken together with our other studies
on the hierarchy of spectrotemporal tradeoffs [7,8], the
high predictive power of cochlear responses but similarity
between brainstem and behavioral temporal thresholds
leads us to infer that the perceptual resolution of human
temporal acuity (at least at 2 kHz) is established in the
cochlea and is maintained at progressively higher levels
of the hearing pathway.

Fig. 3
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